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Preamble

• This educational brief is compiled to be a helpful resource related to outstanding questions and 
feedback shared from members (as of the publishing of this brief).

• The topics in this document are focused on features / functions / information that is accessible 
to Pro Members of the Socrates Platform. As part of the Pro membership you have the ability to 
access our premium analysis text, full Global Market Watch, Reversals, Arrays and our technical 
charting for any given market via a premium market subscription or snapshot report via the 
Premium Tools and the Pro Grid View*.

• For more information, please see the second-to-last page in this document describing the 
difference (as of the publishing of this brief) between the three different membership options 
currently available on the Socrates Platform. For the most current view, you can visit 
https://www.ask-socrates.com/Compare

* Pro Grid View may only display information for current Premium Market Subscriptions

https://www.ask-socrates.com/Compare
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Summary of Topics Covered in this Educational Brief

1. Why Do Arrays Change?
2. What is the significance of the 3rd and 4th Reversals?
3. Why do some new Reversals show up, then disappear?
4. Why are Reversals generated above/below price activity?
5. How to interpret discrepancies between analysis text and models?
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Topic 1: Why do Arrays Change?
• Arrays are a visual representation of various independent models evaluating numerous 

market cycles – designed to identify potential changes in market trends, turning points in 
price, and volatility along different timeframes (e.g. daily, weekly, monthly).

• Each column reflects a time unit within the timeframe you are researching.
• Each row reflects a different model.

• There are over 70 different models behind the scenes; the Socrates Platform focuses on a key group, 
which is why we recommend starting your research with the Aggregate model.

• The size of each bar in each Array column / row is determined by the strength of the cycles 
coming due in that particular timeframe. The more cycles due, the higher the bar.
• Key Point – the height / size of a bar (large or small) does not correspond to a market price level (high or 

low)! For example, a low in market price may unfold in correlation to the highest bar in the Array, and 
vice versa.

• When the Array moves forward one time unit (e.g. one day, one week, one month), certain 
cycles have passed and new cycles enter the Array, potentially changing the height / size of 
the bars.
• Similar to a moving average, Arrays drops one time unit and adds another as it moves forward in time
• This may change which bar is the highest and the lowest within each column / row of the Array

• Key things to keep in mind:
• Arrays you see are dependent on the amount of time units and data that is loaded into them. More 

data / history means more Reversal points will be applicable, and the Arrays may be different as more 
Cycles/Models will be available. This is why you may see different Array graphs from time to time in 
reports or blog posts – it doesn’t mean one is wrong, it just means one version is applying a longer-term 
perspective, or has more data to analyze. Our goal is try to minimize the confusion and continue to align 
or enable the premium tools with all viewpoints on same data sets over time, but in the meantime we 
feel it is helpful or appropriate sometimes to share different views.

• We highly recommend aligning your research of Arrays (potential timing of turning points up/down) 
with Reversals (potential market price pressure points to be aware of).

Number of 
Cycles

Time Units

Number of 
Cycles

Time Units

Example of how Arrays build up behind the scenes

Note: above illustration for is example purposes only; if you a Pro Member, please check Ask-Socrates.com for current capabilities.
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Topic 2: What is the significance of the 3rd and 4th Reversals?

• Reversals are pressure points the model identifies within price movement of a given market. If enough pressure builds in either direction, 
there will eventually be a point which, if exceeded or penetrated on a closing basis, signals a potential change in trend for a given market.

• In order to use Reversal points to identify a true potential change in trend, it is best 
to focus on Monthly Reversals – Daily and Weekly are typically noise for this purpose.
• A correction on a Daily or Weekly basis may appear to be a change in trend, but 

it ends up being a false move only to see price reverse once again.
• When FOUR Monthly Bearish or Bullish Reversals are Elected for a given market, 

this a set up for a potential change in trend.
• Change from Bullish to Bearish trend if 4 Monthly Bearish Reversals are Elected in a row
• Change from Bearish to Bullish trend if 4 Monthly Bullish Reversals are Elected in a row
• Even if the first two Monthly Reversals in a series are Elected, the third is typically 

held (not Elected). Electing three Reversals is a strong correction, but not likely a 
change in trend.

• Key things to keep in mind:
• Reversal points are generated each time a market produces a new isolated high or low, but Reversals are ONLY “Elected” when a market price 

closes above or below the applicable Reversal point.
• Each time the first Reversal in a series is Elected, a move to the second Reversal is likely. An Election of the second Reversal point signifies a 

move to the third is probable, and so on.
• The speed at which a market begins to Elect its Reversal points from a major high or low is important as well. Typically, the longer it takes to 

Elect a Reversal, the lower the degree of volatility thereafter. For example, market price momentum will be stronger if all of the daily and 
weekly Reversals, as well as at least one monthly Reversal generated from a major high or low, are Elected within three months.

• We highly recommend aligning your research of Arrays (potential timing of turning points up/down) with Reversals (potential market price 
pressure points to be aware of).

Note: above illustration for is example purposes only; if you a Pro Member, please check Ask-Socrates.com for current capabilities.
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Topic 3: Why do some new Reversals show up, then disappear?
• As you research a given market, you may have noticed there are times where a 

Reversal point appears to be added to the list, only to be taken away – this is not a 
bug or an error, this is what we refer to as “what if” or “dynamic” Reversals. This is 
a different type of Reversal point that is more susceptible to change.

• For context, ”what if” or “dynamic” Reversals are generated by the model when the 
system believes a new high or low price is in the making for a given market, but 
they will change if the price it thought was was a high or low ends up not being the 
actual high/low. For example if the following day the market continues the trend 
and creates a new high or low, new Reversals will be generated using that new high 
or low and the previous days Reversals will disappear. 

• To avoid confusion, we are working on an update to list or identify these “what if” 
or “dynamic” Reversals separately from more traditional Reversals. 

• Also, it’s important to note that the number of data points loaded into the system 
will change the number of Reversals that can show
• The example to the right is a Reversal that was generated from a minor low back in 

1968 – there is nothing wrong with it
• Again, our goal is try to minimize the confusion and continue to align or enable the 

premium tools with all viewpoints on same data sets over time.

Note: above illustration for is example purposes only; if you a Pro Member, please check Ask-Socrates.com for current capabilities.
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Topic 4: Why are Reversals generated above/below price activity?

• Reversals are generated from highs or lows, differentiated into 
“Bullish” or “Bearish” Reversals: 
• Bearish Reversals are generated from a high. If the market should 

close below the Reversal point, then the uptrend will reverse into a 
bearish or declining trend. 

• Bullish Reversals are generated from a low. If the If the market 
should close above the Reversal point, then the downtrend will 
reverse into a bullish or increasing trend. 

• A Reversal cannot be Elected if the market closes precisely on the 
Reversal point – only if it crosses it.
• In the case of a Bullish Reversal, a successful Election requires that 

the market close above the Reversal point.
• In the case of a Bearish Reversal, an Election requires that the 

closing is below the Reversal point.
• When a market trend is very bearish and a reaction rally (up) occurs, 

it is possible that a bearish Reversal is generated at a higher level 
than the peak price of the reaction rally, and therefore Elects it on 
the close of the same day it was generated. This is true for the 
opposite scenario when a market is very bullish and a market dip 
occurs.

Note: above illustration for is example purposes only; if you a Pro Member, please check Ask-Socrates.com for current capabilities.
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Topic 5: How to interpret discrepancies between analysis text and models?

• The Socrates platform uses artificial intelligence and natural language processing to translate the output of proprietary models into text analysis (Summary 
Analysis, Detailed Analysis and Premium Analysis).

• This is intended to help members better understand or interpret the output from the models, but it is important to understand the models have been built 
up over the course of decades while the text analysis is a relatively new initiative we’ve layered on top for the purpose of the Socrates Platform. 

• The models behind the scenes are dynamic in nature, adjusting to market changes all the time based on new data, and the automated process to interpret 
and translate the output from the models into the three different forms of analysis text every day across our entire list of Covered Markets is complex. 

• This automated process can at times generate unintended anomalies or discrepancies vs what you may see in the Reversals and Arrays sections of the 
Premium Tools. We are aware this happens from time to time, and our team continuously works to monitor and improve the system and processes as we 
go. That said, we will not be perfect and we highly encourage members who come across any possible issues to (a) notify us through the Contact Us page, 
and (b) use the output in the Reversal and Array sections for your research in the meantime.

• While we believe the analysis text is an important initiative that can help users of the Socrates platform, it is not a substitute for your own understanding of 
the models themselves (in this case, the Reversals and Arrays) – please spend the time to study and better understand the models, as this is the best way 
to conduct your own analysis. Remember, when in doubt, always use/check the source of the content – the direct output from the models themselves 
(Reversal and Array sections in this case).

Data Models Natural Language

Note: above illustration for is example purposes only; if you a Pro Member, please check Ask-Socrates.com for current capabilities.
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The SOCRATES Platform: Three Options for Individual Memberships
Introductory Pricing

Feature Description *Basic Package (starting at US $15/month) OR: Plus Package (starting at US $55/month) OR: Pro Package (starting at US $150/month)

Private Blog
Exclusive, brief market commentary for members. 
Frequency & topics vary. Some posts may be limited 
to certain membership packages.

ü _
Select posts

ü _
Select posts

ü _
Unlimited posts

Global Market 
Watch

High level, color-coded pattern recognition with 
directional wording.

Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly
For all Covered Markets

(+ Weekly), Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly
For all Covered Markets

(+ Daily), Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly
For all Covered Markets

Summary Market 
Subscriptions

Access our Summary Analysis text (high level 
summary of market behavior generated from our 
proprietary models)

25 included (pre-defined list)
• Members can purchase additional Summary 

Market Subscriptions at any time ($7.50/month 
for each additional)

• Or, members can purchase one-off Summary 
Snapshot Reports for 1 MAC each

50 included (pre-defined list)
• Purchase additional Summary Market 

Subscriptions at any time ($7.50/month for each 
additional)

• Purchase one-off Summary Snapshot Reports for 1 
MAC each

100 included (pre-defined list)
• Purchase additional Summary Market Subscriptions at any time 

($7.50/month for each additional)
• Purchase one-off Summary Snapshot Reports for 1 MAC each

Detailed Market 
Subscriptions
* Requires Plus 
Package or higher

Access our Detailed Analysis text (builds on 
Summary Analysis with more thorough articulation 
of select price and timing considerations from our 
proprietary models)

Not accessible

5 included (pre-defined list)
• Purchase additional Detailed Market Subscriptions 

at any time ($15/month for each additional)
• Purchase one-off Detailed Snapshot Reports for 2 

MACs each

15 included (pre-defined list)
• Purchase additional Detailed Market Subscriptions at any time 

($15/month for each additional)
• Purchase one-off Detailed Snapshot Reports for 2 MACs each

Premium Market 
Subscriptions
* Requires Pro
Package

Access our Premium Analysis text (most 
comprehensive text on price, time, and risk 
considerations generated by our proprietary 
models), ability to view market information in our 
Pro Grid View and our Premium Market Tools:
• Broad set of indicators and ranges
• Full Reversal targets (D/W/M)
• Full Forecast Array graph (D/W/M)
• And more…

Not accessible Not accessible

1 included (member-selected)**
• Members can choose any Covered Market for this included Premium 

Market Subscription
• Purchase additional Premium Market Subscriptions at any time ($25/mo

for each additional)
• Purchase one-off Premium Snapshot Reports for 3 MACs each

Additional 
Benefits

• Economic Confidence Model updates
• Global Capital Flow Heat Map
• Customizable Watchlist
• Educational content (updated over time)
• Ability to purchase MACs to buy Snapshot Reports

ü _
Included

NOTE: Only able to buy Summary Snapshot Reports

ü _
Included

NOTE: Can buy Summary or Detailed Snapshot Reports

ü _
Included

NOTE: Can buy Summary, Detailed or Premium Snapshot Reports

* The Basic Membership Package replace the “Standard Membership” launched in April 2017 – now offers Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly GMW on all Covered Markets.
** For Pro Memberships: the included member-selected Premium Market Subscription remains locked for 60-days once selected..

Important Note: there are no current plans to extend a free trial. Memberships are month-to-month, and can be cancelled at any time, but we do not offer refunds after accessing our website. Check website for most up-to-date membership options, packaging and pricing information . 

New Membership Option in 2019
(Now Available)

New Membership Option in 2019
(Now Available) 
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Important Disclaimer:
The material, concepts, research and graphic illustrations appearing in this document, on the Socrates website, or any related products and services offered from AE Global Solutions, Inc. / 

Armstrong Economics (the “Company”) is protected by law. No reproduction, in part or in whole, is permitted without the express written consent from the Company. Anyone wishing to apply 

for such permission must do so in writing for each and every such use.

All content offered from the Company is intended for educational and research purposes only – NOT for speculation on any financial market. The Company is NOT a financial institution – we are 

not a bank, brokerage, financial advisor, or any other similar entity. We do not offer individualized trading or investment advice, or money management services, and we do not offer any 

warranty regarding  opinions or forecasts in reference to any financial instrument, market, or economies discussed or covered in any way. For sake of clarity, this document is not a solicitation 

or an offer to Buy or Sell any cash or derivative (such as futures, options, swaps, etc.) financial instrument on any of the described underlying markets. No representation is being made that any 

financial result will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed. Any past performance (estimated, actual or otherwise) of any specific tactics, technologies, models or 

methodologies referenced or discussed is not necessarily indicative of future results. Keep in mind any financial investment comes with risk, and we encourage everyone to consult a financial 

advisor before making any investment decisions. We also encourage everyone to research information from various third-party providers, not just the products and services offered by the 

Company.

The information provided  by the Company, is made available “as is”, and the Company will not accept any liability for loss or damage as a result of reliance on the information contained within 

any of its products or services, including this document, the www.Ask-Socrates.com website, or any other previous, current or future work product or service – including, but not limited to, 

financial data, prices, quotes, charts, forecasting, trends, buy/sell signals, or otherwise. 


